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Pepper’s Ghost
Thomas B. Greenslade Jr., Kenyon College, Gambier, OH

W

ithout applications of physics such as counterweighted sets and backdrops, inclined planes,
stage lighting instruments, and other mechanisms
for deus ex machina, dramatic productions would revert to
the words only—fine for Shakespeare and Becket, but not
good for audiences who are accustomed to experiencing
plays with the eye as well as the ear. Pepper’s Ghost is a 19thcentury stage illusion, based on basic optical principles, that
can find its way into your introductory classroom.
John Henry Pepper (1821-1900) spent most of his career at
the London Polytechnic, founded in 1838. He developed and
gave entertaining lecture demonstrations there, and later took
them on tour as far as the United States and Australia. Material
from the lectures was published in a series of pamphlets, and
later in two books, The Boy’s Playbook of Science and
Cyclopædic Science Simplified.
The “ghost illusion” is based on the fact that a pane of glass,
oriented at an angle of 45° to the line of vision, reflects about
10% of the incident light and transmits the remaining 90%.1
In Fig. 1, an actor at the lower left-hand corner plays the ghost,
and his figure is strongly illuminated by the lime-light projector in the lower right-hand corner. The rays from the brightly
lit object reflect from the large square of plate glass and travel
toward the audience in the upper left-hand corner. The members of the audience, who have been habituated to believe that
light rays in the open air travel in straight lines, are sure that
the ghost occupies the stage in the upper right-hand corner.
The actor with the sword then skewers the ghostly image. The
rays described above can be seen in Fig. 2.
This same mechanism lies behind familiar demonstrations.

Figure 3(a) shows how a candle can be seen burning inside a
jug of water. The child in Fig. 3(b) is looking at the reflection
of a picture on her left-hand side, and simultaneously sees
the tip of the pencil on her right-hand side that she is using to
copy the picture. Other illustrations of the bottle and ghost illusions have been published many years ago in this journal.2
The ghost illusion depends on the availability of large
sheets of plate glass. The Victorians perfected the technique of
casting large plates of glass on iron tables and polishing them
flat, thus producing the first “picture” windows. The ghost
illusion was actually developed by Pepper’s partner Henry
Dierks in 1858 and first used at the Polytechnic in 1862 at
Christmastime 1862 for a production of “The Haunted Man”
by Charles Dickens.
Only recently did I discover that the ghost illusion is behind the line in the 1877/1884 Gilbert and Sullivan operetta
The Sorcerer, in which the title character, John Wellington
Wells, sings, “He can raise you hosts of ghosts, and that without reflectors.” Gilbert had used the illusion in one of his earlier plays.
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Fig. 1. The Pepper’s Ghost illusion on the stage.3
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The fraction of the light reflected at various angles from the
air-glass interface can be calculated using Fresnel’s equations,
which are discussed in all upper-division optics textbooks.
The fraction also depends on the polarization of the incoming
light. Fortunately, at angles of incidence near Brewster’s angle
of about 57°, the amount of light reflected by the component
of the optical signal oriented with its electric field vector in the
plane of incidence is fairly small; most of the reflected light
comes from the component perpendicular to this plane, thus

Fig 2. Light from the actress is reflected from a
fully silvered mirror and then from a plate of glass
toward the audience. This figure is J. H. Pepper,
Cyclopædic Science Simplified (J. B. Lippencott
Company, Philadelphia, 1869) p. 44, and has been
reversed from right to left to have the same orientation as Fig. 1.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. (a) The candle burns inside a bottle of water4;
(b) Copying a picture.5
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making the calculations somewhat easier.
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